
Workshop on ICT tool

One day programme is organize
Prasikshan Mahavidhyalaya 
Chief Guest – Mr Naeem Khan
Key Point Notes:- 
1. Disscuss the full form of
Technology) means of ICT and application
website that can be used in class 
2. The workshop on ICT t
language practice 
3. Discuss the statical learning of L2 l
unimodal, bimodal, and multimodal stimuli.
4. Discuss the different type
A. Desktop and laptop, projector
B. Digital camera 
C. Printer 
D.Photocopier 
E. Tablets 
F.Pendrive 
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Computer Literacy Program 

One-day workshop is organi
Prasikshan Mahavidhyalaya

Chief guest:- Mrs. Dolly Bano

Key point notes:- 

1. Discuss the majorcontains of computer literacy in India like 
the literacy gap financial constraint comm
advanced tools lake of awareness

2.  Computer and literacy work
to enhance digital literacy in rural

3.   Discuss how to increase awareness about computer literacy 
because it is certainly needed
literacy and master
peak of digital literacy

4.   Discuss building college
computer literacy. 
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the majorcontains of computer literacy in India like 
literacy gap financial constraint common no access to 

tools lake of awareness. 
omputer and literacy work focuses on signific

to enhance digital literacy in rural. 
how to increase awareness about computer literacy 

because it is certainly needed along with grasping computer 
literacy and mastering the basic understanding 
peak of digital literacy. 

building college to maximize the number of 
 

Pahalwan Gurudeen 
Computer Literacy Program.  

the majorcontains of computer literacy in India like 
on no access to 

s on significant challenges 

how to increase awareness about computer literacy 
grasping computer 

the basic understanding to reach the 

maximize the number of 



Teacher Learning Professional Ethics In Education 

One-day workshop is organi
Prasikshan Mahavidhyalaya
Teachers Learning Professional Ethics In Education
a.m. to 03:30 p.m. 

 Chief guest:-Dr. Vandna Yagik

Keynote points:- 

1. Environmental education for teachers training focu
challenges of environment

2.  Teachers training institute to Environmental education for 
teachers training professional ethics elaborate barriers 
dimension of environmental education with effective 
Environmental education program

3.  Discuss value-oriented environmental education
4.   Discuss how to develop awareness about environmental 

protection acts and 
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Environmental education for teachers training focu
challenges of environmental issues with special reference

training institute to Environmental education for 
teachers training professional ethics elaborate barriers 
dimension of environmental education with effective 
Environmental education program. 

oriented environmental education
how to develop awareness about environmental 

protection acts and the right to health 

Teacher Learning Professional Ethics In Education  

Pahalwan Gurudeen 
on environmental education for 

Teachers Learning Professional Ethics In Education from 10:00 

Environmental education for teachers training focuses on the 
with special reference. 

training institute to Environmental education for 
teachers training professional ethics elaborate barriers 
dimension of environmental education with effective 

oriented environmental education. 
how to develop awareness about environmental 



Brain Awareness Strategies

One day workshop is organised by the 
Prasikshan Mahavidhyalaya

Chief guest:-Mr. Ramratan Kushwaha

Key point notice:- 

1 Focus on using fmri (function magnetic response imaging) to 
follow the neural patterns

2 Discuss about the tips to increase awareness and improve 
interactions in personal and professional spheres

3 Discuss about the ability to perocive and become consci
once of once in her world while  Still taking  notice of external 
surroundings. 

 4 Discuss about the neuroscience
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Pahalwan Gurudeen 
Brain Awareness Strategies. 
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